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Synopsis
The main air- and contaminant flow paths or the spatial distribution of the age of air (or
contaminan| in .a room are of great interest to estimate the ventilation efficiency
performance. A simple measunement methd is presented, which consist to inject one or
more tracer gases at locations of interest and to analyz.e the concentration at several other
locations, carefully chosen for best accuracy.

Rgsponqe functions can be fitted on these measurements, which are the age of the tracers or
of the air or the concentration of the tracers in function of the location. As well the salient
paths as the dead zones are determined from these functions.

The conribution presents the method and its application and validation on a well known
and controlled roorn

List of symbols
A vector containing the coefficients o, bi, bq g*j) and bii
a, bi, btjt coefficients in a model
CQ,t) concentration of a tracer at location r and time t.
C eç) concentration meazured in the exhaust duct
C oç) concentration measured outdoors
C,<r) concentration measured at the location r
f(r) probability density function of the age of air particles

^F'(t) probability function of the age of air parricles

U efbct matrix, resulting from an experimental design and a model
n air change rate

vector locating a point in the space

time r

vector containing the measured quantities (vl, vZ,...,vn) at n locations
volume of the room

xi coordinates of a measured point (l = 1 to 3)

04, fl, QIC: elrors in the measurements of A, y or 4 respectively
l4l norm of the matrix M
lyl corresponding norm of the vector Y
cond M: condition number of the matrix M
Lt time interval
e air change efficiency
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ventilation efficiency or pollutant remov al effectivenes s
largest eigenvalue of MHÀ{,, (MH being the hermitic conjugate of I{)
age of air

(d mean age of air at location f
xn nominal time constant of the room
(t) room mean age

1. Introduction
An efficient ventilation sholld bring fresh air to the inhabitana and quickly eliminate the indoor
contaminants. The flow paths of the frestr and contaminated air are hence of great importance and a
method useable to map either the age of air or the contaminant concentration is needed.

Demand controlled ventilation, in which the air flow rates are controlled to maintain the
concentradon of a characteristic contaminant under a target limit, needs gas sensors instelled at
locations which are representative of the inhabited volume of the room. Thêse locations should be
gho-tgn according _the polulan! sources, the characteristics of the ventilation system and the room
itself o optimize the control of the air flows, hence to minimize the contaminarit concentration. The



knowledge of the air flow pattem of the room may be of grcat help in the choice of these locations.

Thi.-s-panem -may be calculated_using sophisticated codesfl] but can also be esrimated in existing
building by the measurcment of the concentration pafrem within a room resulting from a particular
pollutant source or, if the pollutant source is not known, by the measurement of the age of the air in
the room.

various measurcment methods, most of them using trTrcer gases, can be used to analyze the
ventilation system characæristics and the spread of ttie contanr-inants in the room, and ttreréfore to
choose the best location of the contaminant probes.

More precisely, in a ventilaæd noom, the scope of tlle measurements could be the followings:

To characterize the ventilation system:

1) determine the flow rate in the air ducts (pulsion, extraction, short-circuits);
2) measure the global air change rate in the room;
3) deærmine the ventilation efficiency of the system, that is the part of the total flow rate which

comes from the ventilation system and the part coming from infiltration
To characærize the indoor ah'quality
4) determine the age of the air at different locations in the room;
5) ggt a qap of the contaminant concentration resulting ftom æveral contaminant sources and a

given flow pattem rcsulting of ventilation

To characterize the complex room-ventilation system

6) determine the air exchange efficiency thæ is how the fresh air is distributed in the room;
7) deærmine the ventilation efficiency, that is the efficiency in exuacting the contaminants

generated inthe room.

Each particular scope ciæd above in the introduction has its olvn measurement method(s) allowing
to measure the necessary quaptities. In this conuibution, only the mapping experiment is described,
together with an example mealsurcd in a well confolled test room.

2. Planning of mapping experiments
Mapping the contaminant concentation of the age of air in a room can be of great advantage in
sludying the contaminant or air flow papçm ant ttreir effects on the occupants: Such maps were
already calculp;$ using compulsl codesttt and some qualitative representations lvere drawn from
measul€mentstzl.

The purpose of this paper is tg propose a systematic lvay to ottain a coarre map of contaminant
concentration or of the age of air frrom measuremens. Such map allows to tocate the dangerous
locations or the dead zones within the measured room, and in the conditions prevailing during the
experiments.

2.1. Minimum number of measurements

A qqP of any $ala! variable v in a threedimensional room is basically obtained by measuring the
variable at each node of a network and inærpolating between ttrese rpdes. Such measurement are
however very expensive ifnot unfeasible: ifonly 5 values arc taken on each axis, there are not less
than 125 measurements. Therefore, it makes sense to look for methods needing a minimum number
of measurements points.

The minimum number of measurements depends on the scope of the mapping experiment, or more
preqis-€-ly on the empirical model which is chosen to represent the map of the variable v. If a linear
model is adopted, such as:

!r = a +E;bixi (1)

where { are the three coordinaæs.of the measured point, only 4 measurements are needed o obtain
a set of 'coefficients 

[9, bil.If more measurements-are made, ttre coefficients may be obtained by a
leæt _square fi.t-procedur€, provided there is no (or ne$igible) uncertainty on the ôordinates. It ttieir
coordinates differ for the otherpoints, these supplementary measurement points give information on
the validity of the used model.



If the linear model does not appear o be valid, more sophisticated models may be used. For
example, a quadratic model:

v = a + Et bi xi + Li*j b;i xixi + I; b6 rr2
which contains 10 coefficients can be chosen. Such model may already fit many practical situations
anp.Present minimal and maximal value(s). For that model, measurèments ai t0 locations is the
mrrumum.

2.2. Læation of the measurement points

The next protlem-is: where should we locate the measurement poins? Therc are numerous possible
experimental designs, but they do not give the expecæd results with the same accurdcy. For
e-xample, it is obvious thq, to fit a linear model of onè dimension only (y = ctx + b), the location of
the two measurement points (the minimum number) which gives the beit accuracy on a and â is at
tle endp of th9 experimental domain. If the model is more sophisticated or for a-larger number of
dimensions, the choice is not so obvious.",I{gyever, sevéral tools exist for planning such
experiments, which arc found in the literaturel3J' l4J and are applied below.

Iæt us take a coodinaæ systÊm in a rectangular mom using as unit, for each direction, the half-
lengttt q{ nç loom i! tTnt dlreaion. Any point in the room is then located by t}uee numbers
included in the inærval [-1, +1].

The experimental design can be reprcsenæd by a rectangular matrix with 3 lines (one for each
coordinate) and as much columns as measurcd points. For example the design:

(2)

(3)

234
-1 1 -1
-1 -l 1

-1 I -1

t!-y.ty. well suited to obtain the coefficients of a linear model. This design may be expanded the
following way up to l0locations for a quadratic model:

910
-1 -1.

-1 -1
1 -1

which represent the 8 comers of the K)om, iB cenær and the center of a vertical angle. This design
lgoLs- Pre$, but cannot provide the coefficients, because the rezulting system of eçations 1s
singular. !o glaborate the most efficient design, it is necessary to look at the method useô to obtain
these coefficients.

2.3. Criteria for location of the measurement points

Foq each point, the model (equation (1) or (2) or any other model) is applied, replacing the xi by
their values gryen by the experimental design. A system of equations (one equaton for éach
location) is obtained this way, which can be written in a matrix notàtion:

Y,-MA
where:
y (v1, v2,...,vn) is a vector containing the measured quantities at the n locations,
M is a matrix, each line of which corresponding to one location. Its fint column is filled with

ones and correspord to a constant in the model. The next 3 columns may contain the
coordinates of ttrc locations if the model contains linear terms. The next 3 

-columns 
may

contain the products of these coordinates two by two (e.g. x1x2, x1r7, x2xq) in case of
interaction terms and, for a quadratic model, the next thrce columis-con-tain thé Squares of the
coordinates. Other models will produce other matrices.

A is a vector containing the coefficients (e.g. a, bi, bii G*i) and à;) of the model.

In the general case, U is rectangular and the least squarc fit procedures is used:

Point No 1

[= 1

yl
zl

PointNr 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8xll1110-l-1
y11-l-1-1011
zl-110-101-1

{=(E'E)-tEy (4)



where !4' is the transposed matrix ofj4. This equation is also valid if M is a square matrix, but
reduceSTo the simpler equation:

A=g-l y (5)

Anyryay,a matrix shall be inverted and the determinant of this maûix should not be zero, as it is the
c.ase for t|i" 10 pgryts dgsign ghown qbove! Since this determinant can be calculated before making
the experiments, it is a fint criterion for the choice of the experimental design.

If there are experimental.e_nors ë tr,r Y of 0U in{,, these errors will propagate through the
gguatiop aq4 grrors !A will resul.çin the coeffffintsïil-n A. In case of complête èxrtrimens,îhat is
if equation (5) is used, it is strowntU that theæ enors are smaller than:

tËt < |El.tg.lt ( royr Â rgr )
lAl = r-lgllMTr' \ * + ffi ) (6)

where lMt is a norm of the_mauix M and lYl the coneqponding nonn of the vecror !. Any norm
can be uTèd but it may be advantagfiflrs to use the smafleit ones,-which is the euclidian norni of the
vector!:

ar.

lYt2 = {(à ui2)

and the corresponding spectral norm for the mauix ![:
l!4lz = {pr

where F1 is the largest eigenvalue of MH4, @ ueing the hermitic conjugate of S.
However, the following norms, which leads to faster calculations are often used:

lYlr = x; lu; I

and the correxponding norm for the matrix ![:
l$lt =matr (lMy'r)

where D[j * the column vectors of M.
The number

(7)

(8)

(e)

(10)

condM= l$'lM-ll (11)

lPPearin-g -rn 
(6) is 9f firy importance here, since lôMt.ltr4-l; is generally much smaller than 1. It is

the condition number of the matrix !{, which muffifrlieSitre experimenial enom and transmit these
erors into the result A. This numFr depends only on the-experimentat desim and on the
chosen model. It can hence be calculated before doing any expehment and consdnræs a second
(ard even better) criterion for the choice of the experimental design.

2.3. Examples of experimental designs

Several experimental designs were examined with the
measurer,nents. The tested models were those of equations
which is (2) without the square terms.

Several of these de_sig4s were found o be unusable (singular effect matrix or too large condition
number forthe quadratic model). The remaining designs are the followings:

Cl ttp 6 -qoinç in the center of the faces and 4 points at oppoqite comers. It was obtained by
selecln_g_ 10 pofnq out of the ?il points of a three level facoïalï design in such a lvay ttrat thê
matrix !4 ggts lhg lo_west condition numbe(figure l). The same result is-obtained startinj from rhe
125 poiiiiof a S-level factorial design.

C4 has 6 _pltinq near the center of the facgs qrd 4 points at opposite comers. It was obtained by
selecting 10 points out of the 65 points of a four lèvel factoriaù design which presenr the loweJt

aim ûo map a 3-D cube rwith 10
(l) and (2) plus an interaction model

I A k-dimensio_nal, n-lerel.frytorial d"{gt, is obained by dividing the experimental domain (e.g. the
inærval{-1,lDopeacngis.intonequidisantlevels.TheêompleæTacorialïesigncontainsAt*iefoints
obtained by the nk combination of the n possible values of ttre c-oordinaæs.



condition number for the matrix M.

Figure I: Eryerimental desigw C3 (left) andC4 (right)

The hybrid de^sign-has tyo points on the z-axis (z= 4.136 andz= 1.29ù6),four factorial points on
lht plrye z = 0.6386 and a stàidesign in the plane z = -0.9273. Since there are points at iocations
largerthan 1, all tlc coordinates should be divided by 1.2906. (figure 2).

tttq I Â deslgn is made wittt poina at the summits of 3 uiangles placed at levels z= -1,0 and l, the
middle one being in opposite direction. The l0th point is at the center of the room.

Hybrid 310

Figure 2: Hybrid (leît) and 3 A (right) experimental desigtts

The Hoke D2 and the Rechtschaffner design have both 7 points at the summia of the cube and 3
points_at the center of faces, but the position of these last ttrrce poilts with respect o the other differ
!m$ly ^(figurc 3). These designs were found in the lilsraturetrl and choien among others for
having 10 measurement points.

Rechtschaffner

Figure 3: Hoke D2 (left) and Rechtsc@ner (right) experimental desigru

The condition number gf !4U calculated according the equation (10) and (11) for these designs and
three models are given inEb:E l.



Experimental Quadratic Interactions Linear
design model model model

c 3 433 3.15 1.00
c 4 6.67 2.62 1.15
Hybrid 310 6.70 1.00 1.00
3 A g.gg 1.414 l.l I
Hoke DZ 7.29 3.19 I .66
Rechtschaffuer 9.24 2.03 1.23

Table I: Condition rutmber of M'Mlor some eryertmennl dcsigru and three models. For each
model, he best values are in bolilVûracters and tln worse in italiis.
tttg ttreq latter de-signs leq{ to a large condition number for a quadratic model, that is to large errors
in the estimates of the coefficients. C 3 seems to be the best if the model is quadratic or linear, when
the hybrid and 3 uiangles are betterfor interactions and linear models. Hoùever, the hybrid model
does not map the whole domain and looks very asymmeuic.

Finatly rccommended designs'arc C 3 if the quadratic orlinear model is used and 3A for inæraction
orlinearmodel.

It may also be interesting to draw the map of a contaminant (e.g. the CO) in the flat volume where
the heads of the inhabitants are located. In this case, a two-dimensional dësign may be used. Using a
limited number of sampling points, the following designs may be recommended: 

-

A2-D full factorial design with 3 levels:

X= -1 0 I -1 0
!= -1 -1 -1 0 0

1-1 01
0111

y-hich gtfes 4 condition number of 4.39 for a quadratic model. If 10 points are wanted, adding (-0.5,
0) and (0.5, 0) lowers the condition number to 3.48. The minimum number of experiments is-6 for a
quadratic model. The design:.

has a condition number of 6.

For an interaction model, a recomrnended design is:

which is also best for a linear model, even when the point (0,0) is rcmoved. These designs have a
condition number of 1, which is an absoluæ minimum.

3. Mapping the concentration of a contaminant
If the characteristics of the "natural" contaminant source(s) is known, they can be simulaæd either
Py $t cortaminant itself if it is easily aryfiyzed, for non-toxic 

-concentrations Qike CO2 or H2O) or
by the injection of tracers at appropriate flow rates at the same locations.

The air is sampled at regular intervals at the locations coresponding to tlrc experimental design and
analyzed._For each sampling time, or if the air- and contaminant flow pattem âre in a steady state, a
model is fitted on these points to estimate its parameærs.

Once ttp parametem estimated, the model can be used to find the probable location of a minimum
or maximum concentration, to estimate the average concentration or the total amount of
contaminant within the room.

The ventilation efficiency, also called the pollutant removal effectiveness is generally defined as the
ratio of two net concentrations:

Cr-Co

[= -1 I -1 0 1 -l
!= -1 -1 0 0 0 1

X= -1 1 0 1 -1
!= -1 -1 0 I 1

(r2)tc=
cr- Co



where:

Ce is the contaminant concentration in the exhaust air
Co is the contaminant concentration in the outdoor air
Cx is the contaminant concentration of interest.

The concentration of interest may be æh concentration at a particular location in the room, the
maximum @ncentratiox or the average of the whole rcom. Depending on that definitiorU different
efficiencies may be defined and measired.

It is obvious that from the map of the concentration C, and the mea$rrement of the exhaust
concentrationC. amap qf $e ventilation efficiencies can & obtained, as well as any other value as

{axjmury, average or minimum efficiency. That assumes that the air leaves the ioom through a
single exhaust ducL

When 3.first map is obtained, a "zoom" experiment may follow to get more details in an interesting
paft of the room. This experiment may use the same deslgn but for à smallervolume.

4. Age of the air
Ttre palticles of air coqigg frh ouside or from the ventilation system arrive at a given location in
a loom after a time t which vary ftom one particle to the other. t is called the age olttre particle, as
if it were bom when entering the room.

Since there is a large rymbe_r of air particles, a protability density flt) that the age of particles
aniving at-a_give-nlogation is between t and r+d-r and a prob-ability F(i).that this agels smailer than
t can be defined. It is shown that thery probability functions can Ue measurcd 5y regisæring the
concentration C(r) of a tmcer venus timè, this tracer being either at uniform con-centiation it ttrp
Pfg*ing of the experiment, or injected at constant raæ oi as a short pulse at a single xi1 in1s1[6]'
Lt)

ffr.rnr* age of air at a given location in the room can be dejucçd-from these distributions. The
convenient iormulas o É used arc found in the 1i1s1æure[6J' [7]. If, as it was done in our
e.xperimens, the qge is deduced from the decay in concentration of a tracer initially distributed in
ûte room, the local mean age is calculaæd from:

f*
I cAfl dt

r(D=k (13)

The ave-rage of 4t local mean age of air over the whole room is the room mean age (r). If the air
leaves the rcom tbrougi aunique opening or duct, this room mean age can be alsdmèâsured with
t"cer ga-s, thg methods 9f injec-tiol being $e q?qle ry before but the concentration Cr(r) beinS
measured in the exhaust duct and using equation (15) below.

If, as it is often the case, the air leaves the room through multiple openings, leaks and outlets, the
technique mentioned above cannot be used. However, the local âge of air C(D can be measured and
mapped as yell as a concenuation, using the same experimental design. The average of the local
mean age of air over the whole room is the room mean àge of air (t).

5. Measurements

5.1. The experimental chamber
In order to evaluate the feasibility of tlre method presenæd above, measurements were done in a
well controlled room called CHEOPS for "CHambne Expérimentale d'Observation de Phénomènes
de Stratification" (figure_4). Thig room has airtight, tightrveight walls, floor and çiling. Its intemal
dimensions are 3.5 x 4.0,m with a height of 2.7 m, its volume is hence 37.8 mJ. It is completely
contained in a second errclosure measuring 5 x 6 x 4 m, which is made of panes plated with-lO crir
potystyrene foam, in order to control the temperature and temperature gradients wittrin the intemal
room.

folthat particularexperiment, an inlet and an outlet openings were managed in two 1ryalls, as shown
in figure 4. The airtightness of the room with closed operùngs was meàsured and found to be so



high that air flows trough parasitic leaks can be negleaed when compared to the main air flow.

Figurg 4: The experirnental chanber CHEOPS, with the inlet and outlets wed for the present
experiment.

5.2. The experiments

Before the gxpe{ments, the ends of 10 sampling tubes are fixed at 10 different tocations according
the rwo selected experimental designs, namely C3 and 34. The other ends of these tubes are
connected o a sampling scanner 4lo*iqg to malyze in sequence the air samples coming from these
l0locations. The analyzer \ilas a Binos ftom l-eybold Heraeus and the tracer was N2O.

During the experiments, an aii florr rate of 18.9 m3lh, (which corresponds o an air change of 0.5 ftr
or a nominal time constant of 2 houn) was blown at ttrc inlel The àir flow rate was controlled by
both an air flow meter and tracer gas (consunt concentration) æchniques.

0 t 2 3 4 5 6Time(h)

Figure 5: Record of the concentration versus time (full line) at one lacation in the room, after
cwqng 9ff the trqcer injection. The doned line shows the log of the concentration an an arbitiary
scale. Noæ tlnt the decoy snrts nearly oru lwur ofter the tracer injection stops.

After stabilization of the air flow and of the corrcentration, that is after about 4 hours, the tracer
injection was sopped and the decay of the concentration was measurcd at 10 different locations
agcording the t_wo selected experimental plans (figure 5). The scanning interval between two
channels was 42 se@nds, so the time period between two measurcments at the same location was
420sor7minutes.

From these 10 decay curves, the local mean age of air were deduced using equation (13). These
rcsults arc rcported on table 2, for two experiments with two different designs.

Insulating enclosure,

Point - 1,

tog(C)



x v z 3A C3

-1
0
1

-l
1

0
1

-1
1

0
0
1

-1

1

0
I

-1

-l
0
0
I
1

-l
-l
0
0
0
1

1

-1
-l

.'.0
0
I

-l
-l
-1
-1
-1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

1

I
1

I

1.43

2.16
1.41

1.02
1.09

1.06

1.02
0.94

1.00
0.96

1.96
1.93

1.56
1.05

1.06
0.99

l.0g

0.98
0.99

0.96

Average of the ages (eq. 16) L.209 L.236

Table 2: Ages of air in the CHEOPS chamber for two experiments. Tlv coordînates are
given in units corresponding to tlæ lnlf dirnewiotts of tle chamber.The air outlet is at 1,0,
-I andtleinlet at -05,-1,0
First a quadratic model was adjusted on these data for both experiments. Since the coefficients of
the y, xy andyz terms werc very small, a limiæd model was also tested, using:

r(r) = ct + b*x + brz * brrx z + bÆ* + bwyz + brrrT
The table 3 gives the coefficients of these nvo models and tte rcom mean ages obtained by different
methods.

One of the measurement point in design 3A is locaæd at the air outlet. The room mean age of air can
hence also be measured using:

(14)

(1s)
I; c,G)d,

(t) =

C r(t) dt

where C 
"(t) 

is the
compareil with the
local mean ages:

1(r)= - ?riq.lNi
ol by the ave-rage of tlp obtained map: if a linear or interaction model is used, the room mean age
of air is simply the constant term of the model. If a quadratic model is used, then:

2
k)=a+=lbii3i

wherc a is the constant term of the model and biiare the coefficients of the square terms.

fæ

I
-t

trace
other

r concentration
values obtained

in the only air outlet of the room. This value can be
either by the direct average of the measurements of the

(16)

(17)

10



Model: Quadratic Limited

Coefficient for: 3A C3 3A C3

Constant
X
Y
Z

X*Y
x*z
Y*Z

yz
y2
Zz

1.06 1.08
0.08 125 -0.03
0 0.01
-0.4075 -0.42
0 -0.05
-0.1725 0.09
0.01 0.03
0. 1 rlz -0.055
-0.2325 -0.015
0.327 5 0.33

1.06 1.08
0.08 r25 -0.0583

-0.4075 -0.3867

-0.1725 0.08

0.1 1r2 -0.055
-0.2325 -0.015
0.3275 0.33

Mean age (eq. L7) 1.L97 1.253 1.197 r.253

Room mean age measured at the outlet (eq. 15, 34 design): L.2lh

Table 3: Cofficients of wo rnodels calculated from measuremcnts done with similar
conditions but with two dffirent experimcntal desigtts. TIB cofficients which are very
small in the quadratic rnodcl are put to zero in the limited modcl.

A map of the local mean age of air can be dnwn using the model, as it is shown in figure 10.

1,Ëfi

n [T,û0

-1,00

rftFæ6 'Fraæ--æ-æ- *--Ft--tær*ææe.rærFF

FFLA - lte -
Et-

-O -t
lh 

---

e -

-i. Bfl

a-t-,,

0, Ët
)t

1,00

Figure 10: Lines of consnnt age of air in the plane y = 0 drawnwith the limited nndel adjusted on
the measurernents done with the C3 design. The younger air is on the top of the room even with the
inlet at the mid-plane.

Finally, the air change efficiency, which exprcsses how quickly the air in the room is replaced, is
calculaæd by:

11



rn2
g= 

-= 
=01832(r) 2.4

(l 8)

where (t) is the rcom mean age of air and r' is the nominal time constant of the room. This
efficiency is I for pison ventilation and 0.5 for ô-omplete mixing.

6. Discussion and conclusions
The compuison of the figures in table 2 show that:
1) as expected, ther€ are important differences (up to a factor 2) in ttre age of air at different

locations. It confirms that either a strong mixing or sampling at several places is necessary to
measure the air change rate or the nominal time constant of the room with tracer gas æchniques.

2) There are slight differences between the two experiments, as it can be seen by the values marked
in bold characters, which arc measurcd at ttre same locations. This effect is particularly high at
the point -1, -1, -1. Even when the experiment is done in very similar conditions, tiny changes in
air temperanres may affect the flow patem.

As shown in table 3, the cosf.ficients of the model obtained with trpo different designs does not
differ much. Moreover, the room mean ages obtained by various ways frrom the measurements arc
very close together. This value is affecæd neither by small changes in air temperature nor by the
experimental planning, as far as it is good enough.

Hence, if there is not only one air outlet, or a fortiori when the air outlets cannot be clearly
identified, the rcom mean age of air may be obtained by averaging several measurcments taken at
convenient locations. It can be safer however to deduct it ftom the coefficients of a fitted model.

Finally, it is shown that, if the experiments are well designed, it is possible to draw a map either of
the concentration of a contaminant and the related quantities as ttre ventilation efficiency or of the
local mean age of air, with a reasonable amount of measurements. From these maps, as well the
main fresh or contaminant flows as tbe dead or well ventilated zones can be deduced.

However, sharp detaits cannot be reproduced witÏr a limited amount of measurement points. It is the
case of tlrc distribution of the age of air (or of the contaminant concentration) near thé fresh air inlet
(or the contaminant source). If the number of measurement points is limiæd, these few
mqsurcments can be used to calibraæ a simulation with a sophisticated code (e.g. Phoenics) at
these locations. The code is then used to interpolate correctly between the measurements and mor€
confidence is gained in the description of the details.
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